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Family wholesale distribution company set up in 2004 – the selling and distribution of high-quality 
xternal door and window fittings, as well as an in-house sub brand. Began using NetSuite in 2017.

INDUSTRY

• Previous ERP suppliers were challenging to deal with.

• Tailoring ERP functionality to support the bespoke business needs was expensive and difficult to do.

• Existing system didn’t support business expansion and global operations.

Coastal Group has had previous experience with two other ERP systems and suppliers. Not until they 
saw NetSuite did, they realise just how many needless challenges they were experiencing. For one the 
systems were slow and clunky to use. Added to that they were very frustrated with the customer ser-
vice they were experiencing from the suppliers. Addressing their bespoke ERP needs was also proving 
difficult and very expensive to achieve, and they were quickly outgrowing the systems. They needed 
one unified business system where everything was in one place and where they could grow without 
restriction. 
Loren Jenner, CEO of Coastal Group describes the challenges experienced with these ERP systems and 
suppliers:

“Our previous two ERP systems proved less than successful once they had been implemented. One 
in particular kept crashing, so much so that downtime was a significant factor disrupting business op-
erations. We wanted to expand our operations. To achieve this, we realised we needed a new, more 
efficient ERP system, from a supplier we could rely on. We needed to be confident that the new system 
would be used to the maximum  extent and that all operations would be  managed in the one system.”

CHALLENGES

“We wanted to expand our operations. To achieve this, we realised we needed a 
new, more efficient ERP system, from a supplier we could rely on. We needed to be 
confident that the new system would be used to the maximum  extent and that all 

operations would be  managed in the one system.”

- Loren Jenner, CEO of Coastal Group 

https://www.coastal-group.com/
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RESULTS

• Process automation and cloud-based connectivity now means more efficiency through improved 
collaboration between team members operating globally.

• A complete 360-degree view provides improved business insights 

• NetSuite highly configurable platform means it is cost effective and simpler to support bespoke 
business needs 

• Business growth and expansion is no longer restricted by the business platform

With NetSuite fully implemented, Coastal Group now has a 360-degree view of their business, all avail-
able in one ERP solution. Loren Jenner in particular has made great use of NetSuite as a user and is 
confident the business can still do more with NetSuite to achieve its fullest potential:

“A key event was when we went live, I spent a major part of 2017 understanding how to configure Net-
Suite and get the most out of it for the business. Some may say “well why did you spend your time doing 
that?”, but the beauty of it now is that I understand the scope of NetSuite it can do for our business.”
“It is an awesome system. And the fact that they’re putting more and more time into developing it fur-
ther is a great benefit as well. [..] We will never need to switch to another ERP system”
In closing Coastal commented “We are highly unlikely to ever change our ERP system again. The sheer 
scalability of NetSuite means that our company can continue to develop and grow without limitation 
from NetSuite, keeping us competitive and up to date. Additionally automating weekly reports saves 
hours of admin time, freeing up employees to take on more critical tasks”. 

SOLUTION

The group realised they could be doing so much more than they were doing at the time, and NetSuite 
was the natural solution for their particular business needs. In 2017 a decision was made to imple-
ment NetSuite.  To manage the implementation, they approached BlueBridge One. Their services came 
highly recommended by a third-party working for another company. Their previous experience dealing 
with BlueBridge One convinced Coastal Group they could deliver a successful implementation, and that 
their ongoing customer service was highly rated.

They soon realised NetSuite could prove vital to their business by supporting their bespoke business 
needs as well as by providing a new sleek and more functional user interface.
Loren Jenner explains that “[after a demonstration] we realised we could do so much more than what 
we were currently doing. The automation was one bit, and the cloud was another big thing. We’ve got 
a warehouse 3 miles away […] and with NetSuite you could work from home or wherever you wanted 
in the world”

The cloud functionality was especially important for members of the company who were working in 
other countries such as India, the Philippines or Portugal. The global nature of NetSuite also meant 
that the bespoke configuration services Coastal Group were after were widely supported in the global 
NetSuite ecosystem.

http://www.coastal-group.com


ABOUT

BlueBridge One is currently ranked as the leading Oracle NetSuite Solution Provider for EMEA.  
As a three time winner of the Oracle NetSuite Partner of the Year award, we are the only Oracle Net-
Suite EMEA Partner to have attained international 5-Star status over the past seven consecutive years. 
 
Since 2003, more than 165 growing companies from across multiple industry sectors, including 
product distribution, services and not-for-profit,  have selected us as their trusted NetSuite imple-
mentation and support partner of choice. 

Skills and experience are a key component of delivering any successful implementation pro-
ject. Our  Professional Services team holds a  combined total of 42 NetSuite Certifications span-
ning ERP, Development , Ecommerce and System Administration. By partnering with us, not 
only do our Customers experience the full power of the NetSuite platform, they also bene-
fit from extensive product and industry best practice knowledge accumulated over many years.

On-going Customer satisfaction is important. Our highly rated Support Team is  available  to all 
Customers over the lifetime of their investment,  while dedicated  Customer Success Managers are 
allocated to ensure each Customer maximises the value of their NetSuite investment. With offices in 
the United Kingdom, South Africa and Romania, BlueBridge One is an accredited NetSuite Solution 
Partner, an accredited NetSuite Developer Network Partner and a NetSuite accredited Commerce 
Agency Program Partner.



AND YOUR BUSINESS

At BlueBridge One our goal is to understand your business needs, to provide industry best practice 
advice and to deliver quality services and solutions you would expect from the UK and EMEA’s leading 
NetSuite Partner.

OUR SERVICES

Assistance and advice negotiating Subscription Contracts with NetSuite

Life-time FREE support

Life-time Dedicated Customer Success Account Manager

OUR EXPERIENCE

17 years focuses solely on NetSuite

Substantial industry best practice 

Proven implementation methodology

OUR PROMISE

Low-risk 

On-time

In-budget



01932 300 000

www.bluebridgeone.com

info@bluebridgeone.com

Dixcart House, Addlestone Road, Bourne Business 
Park, Addlestone,  Surrey  KT15 2LE

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bluebridge-one/
https://twitter.com/BlueBridgeOne
https://www.facebook.com/NetsuiteUK/about/

